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THE ROLE OF CONTEXTUAL CUES IN PERCEPTUAL 
FILLING-IN OF THE NATURAL BLIND SPOT. A A Khan * 
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The present study is an attempt to investigate the possible role played 
by contextual exirapolatlon In the filling-in of the natural blind spot The 
earl~er pioneering psychophyslcal studles show that filling-ln is 
Independent of cognitive expectatlons (Ramachandran V S 1992) 
However in the literature there are also some suggestions ~ndicating that 
:he brain may f~ll-in such gaps wlth plausible guesses from the surround~ng 
areas (Cr~ck F 1994) In order to further clarify thls issue a serles of 
exper~ments were carried out The experimental paradlgm used in this 
study IS based on a mod~f~ed verslon of psychophysical methods used by 
Ramachandran V S (Nature 1987 and Sc  Am 1992) The flgures used In 
the present study were designed to clearly decipher the role of contextual 
cues in image reconstruciion for contextual extrapolailon, that f~lls-ln the 
bllnd spot These psychophys~cal experlments were performed with human 
subjects (n-7) from varied backgrounds and both sexes All human 
subjects reported a clean and clear filling In of the blind spot In most of the 
f~gures shown to them However In some cases the perceptual filling-~n 
was described as  smudgy and hazy These results seem to clearly suggest 
the role of cognrtive extrapolatron m the perceptual filling-in of the blind 
spot The cogn~tive projection Into the blind spot appears to be based on 
spatlal Integration of information derived from contextual influences (local 
repetitive patterns and interactions that lead to holistlc perception) from the 
zone surround~ng the area of an absence of mformation 
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AN ANATOMICALLY-BASED MODEL FOR THE McCOLLOUGH EFEECT 
(ORIENTATION-CONTINGENT COLOR AFTEREFFECT). Charles 0. Wu*, 
Tasking Inc., 333 Elm St., Dedham, MA02026, U.S.A. 

There has been psychophysical evidence indicating that the McCollough cffect 
(ME) is generated at an early stage of our visual system and that it involves the 
interaction between a primarily monocular color system and a primarily binocular 
spatial system. Mapping thesc characteristics of ME onto some known anatomical 
and physiological features of the primary visual cortex (area VI), I suggest that ME 
is generated due to adaptive rntdifications of some connections hetween orientation 
cells in layers 2&3 and color cells in layer 4C in area VI. Such connections may be 
direct feedback from layers 283  to layer 4C or indirect feedback via layers SBh. A 
simple neural network model was constructed in which changes in color sensation 
were represented as variations in the synchronized activities of cardinal color cells, 
instead of as shifts in the spectrual selectivity curves of de-multiplexed color cells; 
and de-correlational learning was used to modify the strengths of the connections 
from orientation cells to color cells. The model was able to account for some basic 
psychophysical aspects of ME. To verify the proposition that ME involves feedback 
connections from binocular orientation cells to monocular color cells, the following 
experiment was conducted: A square of small squares in red was dichoptically 
presented to both eyes and the two eyes' views were aligned so that the joint view 
formed a pattern of horizontal lines in red. The pattern in each eye's view was bi- 
stable in that the small squares could be perceptually grouped into either rows or 
columns, but the joint view had unambiguous orientations; therefore, this orientation 
information must be generated at a binocular site. Similarly, a pattern of small 
squares in green was dichoptically presented and the two eyes' images were aligned 
so that the joint view formed a pattern of vertical lines in p e n .  The red and the 
green patterns wcre alternated as in the standard ME inducing procedure; following 
an adaptation pcriod, ME was clcarly demonstrated by using thesc inducing patterns. 
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T H E  EFFECT O F  ILLUSORY T E M P O R A L  O R D E R  O N  
VERNIER ALIGNMENT R H Cai*. M.  Schlae-Rev & J. 
Schlag B r a n  Research Instttute, UCLA, Los Angeles, C A  90095- 
1761 

It hds long been known that when two  horizontal artays of 
aligned verttcal bars are sequenttally lllununated with a temporal 
lag between the arrays, the observer perceives a spatial offset 
between the ahgned bars (Burr 1979, Fahle & Poggio, 1981) 
Thl? phenomenon has been attrtbuted to a spatiotemporal 
interpolation process It IS also known that an tllusory temporal 
order can be induced by focal visual attention, such that dn m a y  
of bars presented at the same ttme can b e  percetved as  presented 
sequenttally (Hlkosaka et  al 1993) Can such an illusory temporal 
sequence produce a vernier offset s i m ~ l a r  to  that generdted by a 
real temporal sequence? An array of ftve short vertical bars was 
presented The subject fixated on the central bar After a random 
delay, an dttenttonal cue was presented at (f I F ,  +2") from the 
fixatlon potnt After 150ms, another array of ftve bars, 2" above 
the first array, was presented for  13ms Edch bar  m the top a n a y  
was verttcally aligned with a bar  in the lower arrdy All five top 
bars  were flashed at  the same  tlme, bu t  were percetved as  
presented sequentially from the cued side After the trial, the 
subject reported whether the top bars were aligned with the lower 
bars  A vernier offset In the d i rec t~on  o f  tllusory motion wds 
perceived by all three subjects tested (Supported by USPNS 
g~ ants  EY05879 a n d  EY02305) 
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KON-LOCAL COLOR INDUCTION UNDEIl CHANGING ADAPT~4rIO.Y 
D'PE~DS ON CHROMATIC CONTRAST. T. WachtIer=. T.D. Albiigtit. 
T.J. Sejnowski. The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La doila. C.-1 921137 

In a ~revious study of the influenc~ of ~~eripheral color patches on the culoi 
appqara;ce of a centrk test field (~acht leiet  1997, IOKC 38,4-898) isr found a 
nonlinear inducing ~ffect :  Althoogh chrornaticily chnnges in the periphi,~ y alolie 
did not lead to an appearance change in tile test field, tiley modulaird the ik-  
gree of appearance change induced by a chromaticity change of thr i~ackgroiinrl. 
Here we report on the properties of this modulatory effect. Using a folced-ci1oii.n 
method we measured quantitatively the effect of chromaticity changes iii pe- 
ripheral color fields during changes in backgrour~d color. The color fields w l e  
l.Ysquares, placed between 2.5 and 10 degrees from the central 1.5' test fielil. 
Background color changed by a cone contrast of 0.1. $Ye foulid that ctiaiiging 
the number (and total area) of the color ficlds did not change tliei~ cffect: \Ti. 
obtained the same results for 4, 8, and 16 firlds. Hovevrr, the eRect of the fields 
varies with their contrast relative to tlre background: Wheii the color change in 
the fields is larger than in the background, the induced appearanrc ciiang~ is 
enhanced; when it is lowrr, induction is reduccd. Varying the contrast b t ~ t ~ v e i ~ n  
background and color fields by a cone contrast of 0.2 resulted in a modulation 
of the induced appearance cl~ange between 12 and 23 percent, depending on ob- 
server. Recently it has been showi~ that color adaptation depends on ilie variance 
of colors in the scene (Brown & MacLeod 1997, CUT. Btol. 7:844). Our results are 
consistent wit11 this findine. and hirtheri~~ore show that this adiustmeni takes into 
.,I.IUUIII r l i i , ,~ i~ .~ i~c  I I .~ . , I I~ , , I I I , , I .  11 II .t t t I , : i i > t  y ! . . l r , ,  1.. I .  I 11.. \!-,I, 1 , I  I I -  
(1  1, < ll,>, ,,,>,,I, f , ,  ,,, , l,!,>r,,wd, J,,,',,: <,d,,r>lt,.c,, < !  ,!,< . ,, ,.< <.,, , ..,, , I ,: - . .  
due to an almost instantaneous mechanism. These prop~rties match the behavior 
of color selective cells in V4 as described by Desirnone et al. (1990, ,J. Newosit 
10:3369). We suggest that the function of this mechanism is to provide for rapid 
adjustment following illumination changes, in order to process efiicicnily tlir new 
ensernble of chromaticities in the visual field. (Supported by the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute and tile Sloan Center for Theoretical Neurcl>joIogy) 

551.6 
EFFECT OF LUMINANCE CONTRAST,  WITHIN A REMOTE 
REGION, O N  L-CONEJM-CONE CHROMATIC INDUCTION. 
C.S. Barnes* & S.K. Shevell Visual Sciences Center, Univ of Chicago, 
939 E 57th St., Chicago, LL, USA, 60637. 

Chromatic contrast within an  isoluminant remote region attenuates 
chromatic induction.1 Addiug S-cone stimulation within the remote region 
has at most a modest effect.2 W e  now investigate how luminance contrast 
affects LIM chromatic induction. Mcthod:  Subjects  adjusted the 
chromaticity of a 0.5* test stimulos (a mixture of light El-om the R and G 
phosphors of a CRT) so that it appeared neither reddish nor greenish. The  
test was presented within a 1.5- "red" s u i ~ o u n d  which caused substantial 
induction of greenness in  the test. T h e  stimuli also included a 4- remote 
region outside the "red" surround. 'The remote regiol? consisted of two or 
more distinct areas that could differ in chromaticity, luminance or  both. 
For  example, the remote region could be a "redlgreen" isoluminant 
checkerboard composed of 0.5' squares, or  a similar checkerboard but 
with half of the squares of each color at  higher or  lower luminance (space- 
averaged luminance held fixed). Results: An isoluminant "red/green" 
checkerboard attenuates LIM induction, as observed previously. Adding 
luminance contrast, at a spatial frequency matched to the test, shifts the 
results toward the "redv-surraund-alone results (i.e., counter-acting the 
LIM contrast cffect of the checkerboard). Conclusions: T h e  effect of 
luminance contrast within the remote region argues against "equivalent 
background" models. Data indicate that U M  induction depends on U M  
contrast, luminance contrest, and mean S-cone stimulation within distant 
parts of the visual field. This  suggests that luminance contrast in  the 
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COMPRESSION OF VISUAL SPACE TOWARDS FIXATION. 
-, Computation and Neural Systems, Califo 
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125. 
Subjects (n = 7) were asked to judge the location of a target flashed brief1 
(30 msec) in the periphery, a t  randomly varying eccentricities whii  
continuing to maintain fixation at the same point on the screen. Horizont 
eccentricities ranged between OD - +lSO from the fixation point (FP). No ey  
movements were permitted. Subjects had to point to the perceived spat i  
location of the flashed target by means of a mouse cursor. The targets M 
mislocated to positions nearer to the FP than the actual locations; thus 
subjects obsenred a compression of visual space in a direction towards 
FP (-2-4" maximmn mislocation; all subjects showed a similar eff 
Similar results were obtained when the FP was turned off before the o 
of the flashed target, while the subject (n = 3) continued to main 
fixation at the FP location. In a related task, a pair of targets (symm 
w.r.t. FP) was briefly flashed at varying eccentricities. After a d 
following the pair's offset (SOA = 2 sec), a second pair of targets 
presented nearby the locations of the first pair. The second pair sta 
until the subject's response. Subjects had to judge the relative prox 
of the two pairs of targets to the FP. Consistent with the results obi 
from the first experiment, all the subjects (n = 5) systematically mi 
the temporally first pair of (flashed) targets to bc closer to the F 
the second (continuously presented) pair. This and related expe 
suggest that motor planning or eye movements do not play a role 
compression effect we obtain. We suggest the formation and 1 
consolidation of a spatial frame of reference (The FP and the attende 
locat~trns are refr'rsnce frames in the e*prrlment.) which forms a b a w  1 1 1  

atrrachon for spatlal lurali7ation. Supported by N51: 5111< 9710116. 




